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STATE OF fill N N ESOTA 612-296-6133 

D~r?il\fR7rj]ENT Of COLllrRECTBOr:JS 
SUITE 430 METRO SQUARE SLOG •• 7th & ROBERT STREETS • ST. PAUL, MINH. 55101 

Mr. Will iam Swanstrom 
Olmsted County Courthous~ 
Rochester, MN 55901 

Dear Bi II : 

February 6 0 1979 

Dave asked that we respond to you regarding the reanalysis of the Social 
Control Study which was conducted for the Evaluation Committee of the 
Dodge/Fi II~re/Olmsted Advisory Board. 

The reanalysis of the social control data raised a number of substantive 
and technical issues, concerning the original Social Control report. 
Most of the issues relate to one of the fol lowing topics: I) data 
decision rules; 2) interoretation of analysi~; 3) conclusions based on 
DFO reanalysis; and 4) alternative/additional hypothesis concerning 
social control. Comments regarding the reanalysis are included in the 
fol lowing discussion of those four topics. 

I. Data Decision Rules 

There are two major areas in which the DFO researchers arrived at data 
decision rules that substantially deDarted from decisions which were 
made in the original analysis. The first area concerns the olacement 
of individuals in Dodge/Fit I more/Olmsted dispositional groups. The 
second departure involves the DFO deletion of cases from the analysis 
that had missing data on any of the five discriminating variables. A 
third data editing difference was suggested in the DFO reanalysis. The 
DFO reanalysis mistakenly stated that age at first conviction was ignored 
in the original analysis tor cases in which the current offense was the 

~ 
first offense. This is not the case, however. as in the original 
analysis age at current conviction was used as age at first conviction 

~ 
for offenders who had no prior convictions or adjudications. 

Therfl is I ittle question that the two different decision rules adopted in 
the DFO reanalysis resulted in a substantial alteration of the data sets 

~ 
for the Oodge/Fi I Imore/Olmsted area. The Ramsey and Anoka area data sets 

t were affected only by the second decision ruie and therefore the overal I 
Impact on those data sets was less extensive than in the Dodge/Fit imore/ 

~ ~ Olmsted area. A decision rule regarding the placement of individuals in 
~ Dodge/Fillmore/OlmsTed disposiTional groups was necessary because the 
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smal I numbers dictated that the entire PORT and institution population 
be included for the study, and some individuals were members of both 
populations at different points in tirne during the four year study period • 
There are numerous options for dealing with this type of situation, three 
of which are to I) delete the individuals from the analysis entirely; 
2) place individuals in only one group on the basis of either a random 
or systematic decision rule; or 3) place indivJduals in each population 
group· in wh i ch they were a member. The advartage of the first opt i on is 
that the data analysis conceptualization is easier in that the data sets 
only include individuals who have received one of the two dispositions 
during the time frame. The two major disadvantages of that decision rule 
are I) the loss of data through the deletion of cases; and 2) a distortion 
of the two populations the data is supposed to reflect. 

The second option, i.e., to place an individual in only one population, 
which was chosen in the DFO reanalysiS, has an advantage similar to that 
of the first option. For analytic purposes, it is conceptually "cleaner" 

~ and easier to, place an individual in only one population, even though 
the individual had been a member of both. The basis of the decision rule 
for placement in the DFO reanalysis is not explicit, but it appears that 
individuals were systematically placed in the population in which they 
were initially members, and excluded from the population in which they 
were subsequently members. An alternative placement procedure would 
have entailed randomly assigning individuals to one or the other pODulation. 
The advantage of a random assignment is that it prevents underrepresenting 
the seriousness of the population over the time frame. Seriousness of 
offenders is at least in part a function of criminal history, and by 
systematically choosing offenders at a lesser ooint in seriousness, the 
area's offender populations are not being accurately reflected in the 
data. The analytical advantage of conceptual simplification is somewhat 

'reduced as a result of the decision rule for systematic placement and the 
consequent bias concerning offender seriousness that enters the data sets. 
There is, of course, less data lost in placing. individuals in one population 
rather than deleting them entirely; but the description of the two popula
tions (especially the institutional population) is being distorted by 
systematically excluding members of the population from the data sets. 

In the original analysis, the third option was chosen. Since populations 
were included in the study and the populations (espec.ially the institutional 
population) were small, an individual was placed in both the PORT and 
inst~tution populations when the individual had been a member of both 
populations over the study's time frame. It was, and is, believed that 
systematically excluding several individuals from a very sma I I Dopulation 
results ,in an inaccurate description of that population. We disagree 
that such placement is "inappropriate" for two additional reasons: 11 to 
do so Implies that the dispositional decisions were inappropriate; and 
2) the placements occur at different points in time, and while the indi
viduals are the llsame ll in some senses, they are not the "same" in others, 
e.g. in terms of criminal history. That is presumably why different 
dispositions are given to the same individual over the course of his 
criminal career. The decision rule adopted in the original analysis,hp$ J f( ~ 
two advantages over the other options; I) it retains more data and ~ttOV-?d S . 

a more complete, description of the populations and 2) it provides a more 
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accurate and a less biased representation of population groups and disposi
tional outcomes in the Dodge/Fit lmore/Olmsted area. 

Basically, the same kind of reasonin~ was used concerning the d~cision rule 
on the treatment of ~issing data. The two options which exist in handling 
missing data in multivariate analysis are to delete cases in which data on 
any analyti~ variables are missing (the DFO decision rule), or to retain 
the cases and apply an estimating procedure to' assign a value to the 
missing variable. The advantage of the first option is that estimations 
are not necessary and no biase~ wi I I enter the data from the estimation 
procedure. The most obvious disadvantage is loss of data (PORT population -
13%, 8 out of 60 cases. Bremer population - 5%, 4 out of 73 cases). 

If it could be assumed that missing data were randomly distributed among 
various types of offenders, loss of data would be the primary and perhaps 
the only disadvantage of deJeting cases. However, that assumDtion is 
very tenuous in the area of criminal justice. Missing data is I ikely to 

,occur relatively frequently 'for two types of offenders, the "least serious" 
and the "most' seri ous" offender. I nformati on on offenders ,(Jho have had 
relat!vely I ittle contact with the criminal justice system over time 
tends to be incomplete. The r~asons for that are probably that infrequent 
contact has not provided as much opportunity for information to be 
collected and/or the offender is not viewed as serious enough to demand 
as thorough an amassment of information as in other cases. The other 
type of offender for which specific items of information are I ikely to 
be missing are the very serious offender, especially older individuals, 
who have established extensive adult criminal histories. In those 
Instances earl ier (e.g. juveni Ie) history "decays" in the information 
sources because it is deemed irrelevant and unnecessary for further 
dispositional decision-making. The nonrandom nature of missing data in 
criminal justice argues against casewise deletion as the method for 
handling missing data. Since the offenders in PORT tend to be young, the 
deletion of cases should not be affected by the decay factor which exists 
for older, more serious offenders. 

The deletion of cases with missing data wit I substantially change the 
data set by excluding the less serious offender. The distortion caused by 
casewise deletion (excluding 13% of the 60 PORT cases) was viewed as 
substantially more serious than distortion introduced by estimating the 
missing values of a variable. It should also be noted that if the informa
tion is missi~g in the informational sources for the data set, it is 
likely that it was missing for dispositional decision makers as wei I. 
Common sense, decision theory, and empirical studies of dispositional 
deciSion making suggest that in the face of incomplete information, decision
makers make inferences about missing information on the basis of information 
they do have on the case at hand and on their knowledge of simi tar cases. 
That is essentially what the estimation procedure used in the original 
analysis does. As a result the data decision for handling missing data 
in the original analysis more accurately reflects both the actual disposi
tional groups and the dispositional decision making process than does the 
decision rule adop~ed in the OFO analysis. 

The data sets for the Dodge/Fillmore/Olmsted area changed substantially in 
the DFO reanalysis. Approximately 13% of the PORT population was excluded 
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from the analysis due to missing data and those cases would tend to be 
less serious offenders. Seventeen percent of the institutional population 
were similarly deleted from the data set because they had received prior 
PORT dispositions earl ier in the time frame •. Data simplificatiqns to 
facilitate statistical techniques, conceptual clarity, and researcher 
convenience are cert"ainly appropriate in some situati()ns, but those 
decisions can be costly in terms of reflecting the re,ll ity that is the 
subject of ~he analysiS. The data set that emerges in the DFO analysis 
Is conceptually simpler than that used in the original analysis, but it 
is not an accurate reflection of the reality of dispositional groups and 
dispositional decision making in the Dodge/Fi I I more/OI rnsted area. 

There is I ittle doubt that the changes in the data set substantially 
affected the Dodge/Fi Ilmore/Olmsted r·esults in the subsequent discriminant 
analysis. (62% alternative to probation compared to 80% alternative to 
probation in the original analysiS). The data set for Bremer House 
was altered only sl ightiy - 5% of the Bremer House cases were deleted 
due to missing data and the DFO discriminant analysis indicated results 
relatively simi lar to that obtained in the original analysis (59% 
alternative to probation compared to 64% aiternative to probation in the 
original analysis). 

2. Interpretation of Analysis 

It Is apparent that the major analytical differences between the original 
analysiS and the reanalysis I ie in the different data sets that were 
used and the interpretation of the results of the analysis. The techni
cal matters that were raised previously by the DFO Evaluation Committee 
(October 27, 1977) and the response to those concerns (November 9, 1977) 
will not be reiterated here. The effect of the different data sets 
was addressed in the previous section; differences in the interpretation 
of the analysis remain to be explored. The two interpretations of the 
discriminant analysis results offered by DFO are that I) the discriminant 
analysis "severely misclassified" (roughly 20% of the time) dispositional 
groups and 2) the discriminant classification does n0t differ significantly 
from a chance separation of PORT and Bremer cl ients. 

The interpretation offered that the discriminant technique "severely 
misclassified" cases is puzzl ing and an explanation supporting that 
interpretation is lacking in the DFO reanalysis. It aopears that the DFO 
researchers bel ieve that a 75% to 82% level of "correct" classification 
Is too low and bel ieve that the discriminant classification of cases 
should be substantially higher (95% perhaps). However, if that ~ the 
expectation or standard suggested by the.DFO researchers, it is difficult 
to understand ~ it is the expectation or standard appl ied in this 
substantive area. Everything we know about decision making in criminal 
justice indicates that disparity exists in al I discretionary decision 
making. This is particularlv true of dispositional decision making, as 
study after study shows. The issue of whether existing disparity is 
warranted or unwarranted and the issue of what constitutes warranted or 
unwarranted disparity need not be dealt with here, but it is important 
to remember that disparity does exist. Knowing that simi lar offenders 
receive different dispositions, we also know that there should be some 
overlap among dispositional groups. Rather than being alarmed that the 
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technique does not d i scrimi nate "better", i.e., cl assi fy a higher pro
portion of "correct" cases, the fact that the technique appears to be 
sensitive in identifying the disparity in dispositional decision making 
and the overlap amoryg dispositional groups that we know exists is re
assuring. The "severe misclassification" is a sensitive reflection of 
reality and is not a' failure of the technique or its appl ication. 

Th~ surpris1ng feature of the discriminant classification is that it 
classified individuals into their respective groups as weI I as it did. 
Substantively, the relatively high discrimination indicates'that there 
is considerably less disparity (i .e., more consistency in dispositional 
decision making in these jurisdictions than in other jurisdictions 
around the country which have been studied. The decision in the original 
analysis regarding the classification of cases with marginal probabi I ities 
(explained on page 16 Social Control Issue) merely reflects the under
standing that cases 'with marginal probabil ities should not be classified 
as disparate. That explanation should have been made explicit in the 
original report and would have perhaos prevented the misinterpretation 
by the DFO reanalysis concerning the purpose and meaning of that classifi
cation dec i s i on. 

The general tenor of the DFO reanalysis and the apparent standards 
appl ied to the functioning of the discriminant technique suggests the 
need to emphasize a more general point about the appl ication of statis
tical techniques in social science or, for that matter, any kind of 
research. Statistical techniques cannot be intel I igently appl ied in 
a vacuum nor can the results of statistical analysis be intel I igently 
interpreted without a thorough understanding of the subject matter to 
which they are apolied. The "severe misclassification" interpretation 
offered in the DFO reanalysis is very disturbing in that it apoears to 
have been made in a vacuum, without reference to existing knowledge 
about dispositional decision making. A "weak" discriminant function 
is only "weak" in comparison to some standard of comparison. The DFO 
reanalysis is not expl icit as to the- standard that is being used in 
making that judgment, but the discriminant f~nction is not "weak" by 
any social science standards and it is "strong" when compared to other 
multivariate analyses in the area of dispositional decision making. 
Standards appl ied to statistical techniques and interoretations of 
analySis that are unrelated to a substantive area are not only inaopro
priately appl ied, they inhibit rather than enhance understanding. 

The interpretation of tests of statistical significance in the DFO 
reanalysis is both inaccurate and inapprooriately appl ied. Tests of 
s,tatistical significance are only useful for inferring analytical results 
from a random sample to a population from which the sample was drawn. 
A Significance level of .10, for example, indicates that if 100 samples 
were drawn from the population, in 10 of those samples the results would 
probably differ significantly from the results in the current sample. 
Conversely, similar results could be expected to be found in the remaining 
90 samples. Some of the groups contained in the study (including al I 
of the Dodge/Fillmore/Olmsted groups) are populations rather than 
samples, and those groups do not contain sampl ing chance variation. 
Differences found in a population are simply the differences that em
pirical'y exist and statistical significance and chance variation 
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have no meaning when appl led to populations. 

Furthermore, even if statistical tests of significance could appropriately 
be appl ied to this situation, the OFO interpretation attached to signi
ficance levels is both ambiguous and incorrect. At some points the OFO 
researchers seem to ·be saying that "nonsignlficance" indicates a 50/50 
spl it in the PORT population, i.e., 50% of the. residents are in PORT as 
an alternative to probation and 50% of the residents are in PORT as an 
alternative to state incarceration. At other points, the OFO researchers 
seem to be saying that "nonsignificance" indicates that the probable 
alternative for each PORT resident is .5 probability of prison and 
.5 probabil ity of probation. Neither interpretation is correct. Rather 

a .10 level of significance merely refers to the number of samples 
(i.e., 90) out of a hypothetical 100 samples drawn from a single population 
in which similar results could be expected to be obtained. 

3. Conclusions Based on the OFO Reanalvsis 

As noted previously, the data sets used in the OFO reanalysis did not 
accurately reflect the dispositional groups or the dispositional decisions 
that were made in the Dodge/Fillmore/Olmsted area during the four years 
covered in the study. Consequently the results of the DFO reanalysis 
differed from those in the original analysis, showing that the probable 
alternative for 62% of the PORT residents was probation and the probable 
alternative for 38% of the PORT residents was state incarceration. 
(As was noted previously, the Bremer data set was altered less drasti
cally and the results of ·the analysis differed less dramatical Iy~) 

The results of the DFO reanalysis, in spite of the biases that enter 
into the altered data set, serve to reconfirm the conclusion in the 
original report. The 62%/38% spl it in the OFO reanalysis of the altered 
data set clearly indicates an increase in social control with the use of 
the PORT program. Some increase in social control is also indicated 
with the dispositional use of Bremer House, although the more dramatic 
increase in social control in the Bremer population occurred as a result 
of probation revocations for technical violations. 

4. Additional Hypotheses Concernino Social Control 

The OFO researchers' suggest that the "real" increase in social control is 
not resulting from residential treatment centers, but is rather resulting 
from'the use of jails. As was indicated in the Social Control report 
and in the DOC response to earlier DFO comments,~re is considerable 
evidence to suggest an increase in social control with the dispositional 
use of jails. The increased use of jai I sentences is a more recent 
phenomenon than residential treatment centers and, of course, was not 
the research issue addressed in the Social Control study, but it is 
certainly an area which has been ripe for study for the past two years. 
Increased socia! control resulting from dispositional use of jails 
would Indicate a further increase in social control above that which 
was observed with residential treatment centers. 

A more interesting point has been raised by Judge Russel I Olson, who has 
carefully compiled and maintained aggregated data on District Court 
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dispositions in Olmsted County for a twelve Vear period. That data 
demonstrates that the proportion of the total annual dispositions 
committed to state institutions decreased substantially from the pre-
PORT to the post-PORT period. Unfor.t~natelv, very I ittle can be inferred 
from the examination of proportions because the population of dispositions 
more than doubled from the pre to post PORT periods (an average of 22 
dispositions a year in the pre-PORT period, 47 dispositions a year in the 
PORT/~re-Community Corrections period, and 59 tiispositions a year in the 
PORT/post-Community Corrections period). AI;-hou~h we don't know what 
the individuals in the dispositional populations look like during the 
three periods, it is very likely that the substantial increase in the 
dispositional populations was accompanied by changes in the nature of 
those populations. Making inferences about the characteristics of 
individuals who receive particular types of dispositions (e.g. PORT 
or institutional dispositions) on the basis of aggregated data is always 
subject to error as~a result of the ecological fal lacy. Errors resulting 
from the ecological fal lacy are almost certain to be made in a situation 

'with rapidly ~xpanding dispositional population bases. 

Because of the changes in dispositional populations, a mOre useful 
measure of change over time is the number of individuals rather than the 
proportion of individuals sentenced to state institutions over time. 
The pre-PORT period averaged 7.6 state institutional izations annually; 
the PORT/pre-Community Corrections period averaged 5.3 state institution
al izations annually; and the PORT/post-Community Corrections period 
(i.e., jail) period averaged 4.5 state institutional izations annual IV. 
The pre and post PORT data indicate that state institutional ization 
did decrease somewhat after PORT was establ ished. There is little 
question that PORT diverted some individuals from state institution
alization. Given the rapidly expanding and changing dispositional 
population, reI iable estimations cannot be made on the basis of aggre-

. gated data as to the numbers of individuals probably diverted during 
PORT's first two years of ooeration. However, it can be hypothesized 
that a larger proportion of PORT cases were di~erted from state institu
tions in th~ first two years than in subsequent years. That hypothesis 
is based on both empirical and theoretical grounds. The Social Control 
study found that PORT was decreasinaly being used as an alternative to 
state incarceration during the four years covered in the study (July, 1972 -
June, 1976). Extrapolating that empirical trend to the first twa years 
of PORT operation would suggest that a higher proportion of cases were 
being diverted initially than subsequently. Without data to support the 
hypotheSiS, it remains speculative, but organizational theory does offer 
support for that interpretation. Theory suggests that the establ ishment 
of a new program, agency, or institution is generally accompanied by 
strongly held and often ideologically oriented goals (e.g., diverting 
offenders from state institutions) which are initially implemented 
and adhered to. However, over time (and generally in a short period of 
time) the primary goal or goals become secondary to the emerging goals 
of organizational survival and organizational maintenance. The exceptions 
to this pattern of organizational change are rare. One of the interesting 
findings of the Social Control report is that Bremer House was found to 
be such an exception. The goal of diverting offenders from state insti
tutions was better achieved in later years of program operation. The 
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change in goal achievement was accompanied by, and probably resulted 
from, a change in program administration. 

I hope that these comments are of use to you and the Evaluation COl'TlTlittee. 
Also, I would suggest that the Committee may wish to re-read the original 
report as part of their renewed del iberations as I fear that the dialog 
on this subject has become increasingly disconnected from the actual 
content of the report and increasingly colored by inaccurate statements 
regarding the report~s alledged findings and conclusions. 

GJS:mjk 

Sincerely, 

Ger'ald J. trathman, Oirector 
Research and Information Systems 
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J. Framework for Reanalysis 

In J~e, 1977, the Minne~ota Department of Ccrrections completed a study of 

social control. This study conc1 uded that an unintended resu1 t of PORT type resi dentia1 

projects was that they were increasing the level of social control in the correctional 

system. In other words, residential projects were being used primarily as an alternative 

to probation rather than as an alternative to ;nstitutionilization. Based upon the 

abo~e conclusions, the study raised some rather serious questions regarding the . . 
increased economic co~ts, recidivism measures, and increased social control for the 

majority of the residential clients who.!were considered to be probation-type clients. 

The findings of this study received national, state and local attention. The findings 

were of particular interest to the Dodge-Fi11more-01msted Community Corrections Advisory 

Board since one of its maj0l4 programs is the PORT Correc1tions Center which was the 

first. PORT program in Minnesota and one of the first in the nation. 

Members of the Advisory Boa~d and other interested citizens and staff were provided 

copies of the Social Control Study*. In addition, a rather large group of interested 

parties attended a presentation of the findjngs of the study from a representative 

of the Department of Corrections in September, 1977. During the review process, a 

number of substantive questions were raised about the study design, data analysis, results, 

and conclusions. The focal point for these questions was the Evaluation Committee of 

the Community Corrections Advisory Board. In October, a letter was sent by the Ev~luation 

Committee to the department detailing its concerns regarding the study. (see appendix A ) 

Essentially there were three major objecti ons: (1) the appropriateness of the stati sti ca 1 

techniques that were used and the need for additional analysis of the data. 

. (2) the exclusion of jail clients as a major dispositional group, (3) the weakness of 

the criminal activity and economic benefits measures. In November 1977, the department 

responded to these concerns basically reaffirming its approach, lithe research methods 

*"The Effect of the Availability of Community Resid.ential Alternatives on Sentencing 
Practices: The Social· Control Issue", Minnesota Department of Corrections, June 1977, 
hereafter referred to as the Social Control Study. " 
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and methodologies employed in this study are in all cases appropriate and properly 

applied." (see appendix B) Finally, the department offered the data used in the 

Sodal Control study to the Evaluation COl11TIittee for independent examination and analysis. 

Since this study was of potential usefulness to the Advisory Board, it was decided 

that the Evaluation Committee wou~d undertake the reanalysis of the data. The 

commitment was underscored by the encouragement and support of Judge O. Russell Olson 

and by a timely commitment of the necessary data processing resources and statistical 

expertise by the Mayo Clinic Statistical Unit. The reanalysis was conducted in two 

phases. The first phase was simply obtaining and verifying the data, this took from 

February through July, 1978. The actual reanalysis was conducted July through August, 

1978. The data modification and reanal~isrequired about four man weeks of effort 

(160 hours) and approximately $100 in computer costs. 
' .. 

purpose of Reanalysis 

The primary purpose of the reanalysis of the Social Control data was to determine 

whether the results and conclusions of the study would be sustained if the statistical· 

o.bjecttons were removed. A secondary purpose of the study was to determine if any 

.. additional data could be brought to bear upon the social control question. 

Organization of Results 

The results are organized into two sections: (1) reanalysis of the Social Control 

data, (2) analysis of additional data. The first section essentially addresses the 

stati~tica1 objections to the study and arrives at a position regarding the original 

conclusions. The second section has three SUb-sections: (1) analysis of Impact Study 

. Data (1972-1976), (2) analysis of Olmsted Court Dispositions (1965-1976), (3) analysis 

of 1978 .attorney SJrvey rata. The second section was designed to permit a broader 

consideration of the social control issue in order that the results of the fir.st section 

might be better understood. The ~ecQnd ~ection was 31so des.igned to support ,on refute 

ffndinos from the first sections. . -
.-?-:. 
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II. Results 

A. Reanalysis of the Social Control data 

:1. Data editing 

The first step in the reanalysis was to examine the raw data in order to resolve 

any coding on classification problems. There were five cases in the study that 

inappropriately entered more than one group. All of these cases irwolved Dodge

F111lOOre-Olmsted, (hereafter DFO) PORT and prison cases. Four of the five cas.es were 

originally in PORT and subsequently placed in an Institution - they were taken out of , 
the Institution grou~. One case wai first in an In~itutionand.subsequently placed 

in PORT - this was taken out of the PORT group. A second change was made in the definitior. 

of the variable - Age at First Adjudication or Conviction. In the Social Control data if 

it was a first offense, this variable was ignored in the computations. This variable was 

the only variable to be redefined in the reanalysis. This variable was recoded so that near 

every case had a value. If it was a first offens~ then age at current offense was used as 

age at first adjudication. If there was a prior adjudication or conviction with age un·· 

known, the value was treated as missing. The data editing culminated in the need to 

!!£pmpute wherever applicable the means, medians and ~tandard deviations on disposition 

related variables. The medians are presented as the means in skewed distributions are 

not useful measures of central tendency .. The resul ts of these recomputati ons are contai nee 

in appendixes C a and a copy of the data used in the reanalysis is contained in appendix F. 

2. Assumptions ,,)f Nonnal ity 

Two key assu~ptions of linear discriminant analysis (the major statistical technique 

used i~ the Social Control Study) are equality of variance and covariances among 

variables in the different groups and that the variables to be compared are normally 

distributed. A normal. distribution is characterized by a' distribution which looks like 

.a bell-shapa:l'curve. (see appendixes D and E}. Visual examination of these tables reveals 

the~ ar~ highly skewe~. Severity of Current Convictions is the only variable that met 
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. . . , . 
, the normality assumptions for the linear discriminant analysis. 

The result of a violation of the equality of variance and covariance assumptions 

. is that a different discriminant analysis technique should have been used - the quadratic 

. discriminant function. The. use of a quadratic discriminant function and the' use of 

transformed variabJes to more closely meet the normality assumptions resulted on 

renalysis in a different split of PORT and Bremer clients into probation and institution. 

3. Univarfate A3sociations l?etween [)fspositions And Selected variables 

The key tfnding of.the Social Control study was that the discriminant function 
.. 

'separated the residential clie~ts on the selected variables such that a majority of the 

residential clients more closely resembled probation rqther than institution clients. 

This finding implies that there is an overriding similarity between residential ... 

and probation clients on the selected variables. When using Anoka as the control group, 

the discriminant analysis takes all of the selected variables into account simultaneously 

and then classified PORT and Bremer clients into probation or institution groups. 

Unfortunately, the discriminant technique does not indicate the degree of association 

between comparison groups on selected variables. Univariate analysis allows us to 

examine how comparable or distinct the varfous groups are on a variable by variable 

basis. Tables 1 and 2 have a difference (diff) indicated where the comparison groups are 

different on the variable being considered. Where a ~ is used, there was no 

significant difference· detected between the comparisefl groups. The following five 

variables were the only variables actually used in the Social Control study and form 

the basis for the results: 

1. Age at sentence 
2~ Age at first adjudication or conviction 
3. Number of juvenile adjudications 
4. Number of adul t conv; cti ons 
5. Severity of current conviction 
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An examination of Table 1 is quite revealing. A chi-square test revealed that DFO 

.. ;: Institution vs PORT vs Probation are significantly di.fferent (the three groups are 

.not all comparable) on all five variables. The following tables summarize the results 

of Table 1. 

0'=0 PORT is- comparab 1 e to DFO Institutl on- -on: DFO PORT is di stinct from DFO T-nstituti on c:: 

2. Age at first adjudication or conviction 1. Age' at sentence 

3. Number of juvenile adjudications 4. Number of adult convictions, 

5. Severity of current, conviction 
-------" --

DFO PORT is comparable to DFO Probation on: DFO PORT is distinct from DFO Probation on: 

1. Age at sentence 3. Number of juvenile adjudications 

2. Age at first adjudication of conviction 5. Severity of current conviction 

4. Number of adult convictions 

DFO PORT is comparable to DFO Inst,tution and DFO Probation on three variables and 

distinct on two others. Another important question is how does DFO compare to Anoka 

the control county? Anoka Institute vs Anoka Probation vs DFO PORT are not all comparable 

on all five variables. 

DFO PORT is comparable to Anoka Institution on: DFOPORT is distinct from Anoka Inst. on: 

2. Age at first adjudication or conviction l. Age at sentence 

3. Number of juvenile adjudications 

4. Number of adult convictions 

5. Severity of current conviction 

DFO PORT is comparable to Anoka Probe on: DFO PORT is distinct from Anoka Probe on: 

! 

f 

~ 

", , 
1. Age at s'entence 2. Age at' first adjudication or conviction; 

1 
5. Severity of current conviction 3. Number of juvenile adjudications 

4. Number of adult adjudications 

These results yield no clear pattern on a variable by'variable basis regarding-the 

comparability of DFO PORT tQ probation or institution groups in DFO or Anoka Coun~ies. 
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TABLE 1 

t)tivariate Associations Betv/een Dispositions And Selec~ed Variables For PORT versus 
Dodge-Fillmore-Olmsted and Anoka Counties 

SELECTED VARIABLES' 

Diff = significant difference at the p <= .05 level 
Same = not significantly different at the p) .05 level 

Age at Number of Number Severity of 
Age at 1 first adj. juvenile 3 of adult4 current 

or conv. 2ad'. conviction 5 I - I - - conv. 
-~-~ - ------ --------- --~-- -- ----

Dodgel 1) DFO Inst. vs 
F11lroore/, DFO Probation Diff Diff Diff Diff Diff 
Olmsted vs DFO PORT 

, 

2) DFO lnst. vs 
OFO PORT Oiff Same Same Diff Same 

3) DFO Probation 
vs DFO PORT Same Same Diff Same Diff 

-~----

--I 
~-~- ~~------- -~~-~- -------

-
Anoka 1) Anoka lnst. 

vs Anoka Prob. Diff Diff Diff Diff Diff 
vs DFO PORT 

2) Anoka lnst. \IS 
DFO PORT Diff Same Diff Diff Diff 

3) Anoka Probe 
vs DFO PORT Same Diff Diff Oiff Same 

- --- ---- - ----

categorical groupi.ng of data used for the univariate analysis 

1~ Age at sentence categories used: less than or equal to 20 years, 21-25, 26-30, 
31 years or older. 

-

2. Age at first adjudication or conviction cateaories used: less than or equal to 15 years, 
16-20, 21 years or older -

3. Number of juvenile adjudications: 0,.1',·2, 3' or more 
4. Number of adult convictions: 0, 1, 2 or more 
5; Severity of current conviction: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or hi'gher 

lA chi-square test for statistical significance was used at the one in 20 or .05 two-tail 
level. Appendix E anct F contain the chi-square value. Two-tail P value (chance of obser'," 
what we did or something more extreme in either direction in fact the underlying groups WE~ 
the same). The degrees of freedom associ ated with the chi ... square test and the data. 

-----;--.-
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Table 2 can be similarly examined. Ramsey Institution vs Ramsey Probation vs Ramsey 
;Bremer are significantly different on all five variables. 

..... ., 
" "" .. 

Ramsey Bremer 1S comparable to Ramsey Bremer is distiDct from -Ramsey Institution on: Ramsey Institution on: 

2. Age at first adjudication or 1. Age at sentence 
conviction 

4. Number of" adul t convictions 
3. Number of juvenile adjudications 

5. Severity of current conviction 

Ramsey Bremer is comparable to Ramsey Bremer is di~tinct from 
Ramsey Probation on: Ramsey Probation on: 

5. Severity of current conviction 1. Age"at sentence 

2. Age at first adjuducation or 
conviction 

3. Number of juvenile adjudications 

4. Number of adult convictions 

" . 
Ramsey Bremer is comparable to Ramsey Institution on two variables and Ramsey Proba-

tion on one variable. 

-
Ramsey Bremer is comparable to Ramsey Bremer is distinct from 
Anoka Institution on: Anoka Institution on: 

2. Age at first adjudication or 1. Age at sentence 
conviction 

4. Number of adult convictions 
3. Number of juvenile adjucations . 5. Severity of current conviction 

. 

Ramsey Bremer is comparable to Ramsey Bremer is distinct from 
_Anoka Probation on: Anoka Probation on: - . 

5. Severity of current conviction 1. Age at sentence 

2. Age at first adjudication or 
conviction 

3. Number of juvenile adjudications 

4 NlJmhf)r nf ~dlJlt r-nnvirtinnc: 
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· '. TABLE 2 

Univariate Associations Between Dispositions And Selected Variables For Bremer versus 
Ramsey and Anoka Counties 

'com arison 
Ramsey . 

1) Inst. vs 
Probe vs 
Bremer 

2) 
Ramsey 
Inst. vs 
Bremer 

'3) 
Ramsey 
Probe vs 
Bremer 

- - - --- ~-- - - --

Anoka 
1) Inst. vs 
. Anoka prob'. 
. Brerrer 

· - 2) Anoka 
,Inst. vs 

, Bremer 

3) Anoka 
Probe vs 
Bremer 

I 

\IS 

Age at 
sentence 1 

-

Diff 

Diff 

Diff 

Di-ff 

Diff 

Diff 

-

SELECTED VARIABLES 

Age at 
first adi. 
or conv. 

- ~-

Diff 

Same 

Diff 

Diff 

Same 

Diff 
. 

-

Number of 
juve~i1 e 
ad' . 

. 
Diff 

Same 

Diff 
" 

Dfff 

Same 

Diff 

Categorical groupings of data used for the univariate analysis 

Number 
of adult 
conv. 4 

Diff 

Diff 

l)i-ff 

Diff 

--
Diff 

Diff 

-

Severity of 
current 
conviction 5 

Diff 

Diff 

Same 

Diff 

Diff 

Same 

1. Age at sentence categories used: less than or equal to 20 years, 21-25, 26-30, 31 
years or older. 

2. Age at first adjudication or conviction categories used: less than or equal to 15 
y~ersj 16-20, 21 years or older. 

3. Number of juvenile adjudications: 0, 1, 2, 3 or more 
4. Number of adult convictions: 0, 1, 2, 3 or more 

. 5& Severity of current conviction: O. or 1, 2, 3, 4 or higher 

Diff = significant difference at the p 1::. .05 level 

- Same = not significantly different at the p > .05 level 

'0 lA chi-square test for statistical significance was used at the one in 20 or .05 b/o-tai: 
level. Appendix E and F contain the chi-square value. Two-tail P value (chance of obser~ 
what we did or something more extreme in either direction in fact the underlying groups '.',''2; 

· the same). The degrees of freedom associated with the chi-square test and the data. 
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-, The~e results yield no clear pattern on a variable ty variable basis'regarding 

the comparability of Ramsey Bremer to probation or institution groups in Ramsey 

or Anoka Counties. One might note, however, that the comparable variables between 

Br:-emer and the institution 'and probation groups are nearly the same for. the 

» :' Ramsey and Anoka groups. On' compari ng tables 1 and 2 for PORT and Bremer vers us Ano~a 
, 

patterns of similarity and difference exist in both tables suggesting that PORT and Bremer 

are somewh~comparable on these five variables. 

4. Uni.vaJUa;te A'Il.ai.l}si.lJ Summa.Juj 

The 6a1i.uJc.e 06 :the urUvcvUa:te aJ'l£l1y~1.6' on a. vaJUa.ble by lJaJUa.ble bMi..o t:.o 
, . 

yeU..d any cal'L6.0s:teni: jXLti:eJtn. /tegaltcUng :the /te.lat1.01'L6fU.p on /tu.<.den.tl.a.l (PORTI 

R'temeJt) to eLtheJr. p!toba..t<.oYt o/t il'L6:tLtli;UoYt glT..oup~ ma.ku :the oveJrJrJ..cLing aJr.gwnen;t 

IAAic.h aA40cJ..a.t~ Jr.~-i.d.enti.a.l wLth pJr.oba.iloYt gJr.OUP4 cU.661.C.Ld.t :to ~M:t.a.1.n. 

5. Reclassification of Data Using Discriminant Analysis 

One of the major objections to the Social Control studyl was the manner in 

which the discriminant analysis technique was applied. Referring back to the 

normality discussions (see p. 3 ) it is clear that the first four of the five 

variables were highly skewed - not normally ,distributed. Logarithmic transforma

tions were made on' these four variables'in an attempt to correct this problem. 

In addition, for the reanalysis we reprocessed the ~ data using the quadratic 

discriminant function. Equal prior probabilities were used. Finally, some of 

the key findings in the Social Control study were affected by manual intervention 

with the discriminant technique by assigning group membership based upon criteria 

other than the discriminant function. 2 This made the discriminant appear to 

be performing IIbetter li than it in fact did in evaluating the overlap among dispo

sitional groups.3 

'l see Evaluation Committee/appendix A . 
2The Effect of the Availability of Community Residential Alternatives to State 

Incarceration on Sentencinq Practices: The Social Control Issue, ~1innesota 
Department of Corrections, June 1977, p. 16. 

3 Ibid, p. 19. 
-9-
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Table 3 is a sumrrary of the findings from the discriminant analysis in the 

- :reana1ysis of the Social Control data for D~dge-Fillmore-Olmsted and Ramsey 

'.Counties. The primary diff~rence between these tables and the Tables 7 and 8 in 

the Social Control ,report is an increase in the overlap between these groups and 

a correspondi~g ~eduction in distinctiveness. 

TABLE 3@ 
Overlap Among Dispositional Grouos 

Predicted Dispositions 

Group %Correctly 
Being Actual PORT/ Classified 
Classified Oisocsition N+ Probation Bremer Institution (over::-

Dodge/Fil 1 more/ Probation 56 41 12 3 
Olmsted 73% 21% 5% 

PORT 52 11 37 4 
21% 71% 8% 

Institution 19 1 5 13 
5% 26% 68% 

Ramsey Probation 105 75 23 7 
71% 22% 7% 

Bremer 73 14 54 5 
19% 74% 7% 

Institution 98 4 20 74 
4% 20% 76% 

- + NUnDer of cl i ents wi th complete data on the fi ve selected va ri ab 1 es • 
'See page 14 

73% 

71% 

68% 
(r: 

71% 

74% 

76% 
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The Iteducti..on in fuUnc:Uvene61.J .u., a.n .unpo!r.-ta.n.t c.onI.JideJuLt<.on. Whd; iA 

• ot!C!LlJrJLing heJr..e JA a.' l.JeveJr..e mi.6c.i.a.Mioic.a:tLon· 00 the ex.Or.em~ gILOUpl.J: pttoba.ti~n/ 

.. • ·~n. 76.the I.J-tudy blUed on the diACJU.mi.na.n.t tec.hnique Ul.Jing the 6ive . 
J.d.eete.d vaJr.i.a.blu 'iI.J :to be c.oMideJr..ed Ul.Je~ul, .the dUClWnirr.a.rLt tec.hnique6 I.Jhould. . . 
c.l.etIJd.y c.i.al.Jl.Jioy .the ex..t'teme glLoupl.J ba.c.k in.to :theiJr. a.pp1t.op!Ua..te c.ategoJr.ie6. 

Btue.d on the 6a.c..t :tha:t .6omewha..t lul.J than tlvr.ee out 06 60UIL membvu. in eac.h glLoup 

CZlte. c.oMedey c..f.a.6l.Ji6ied, .the bedtr.oc.k 06 .the I.J-tudy a.ppeaJL6 to be Jr.a..theIL weak. 

FuJLtheJt evide.nc.e 06 a. weak fuCJLi.rnina.nt ~Wtcti..on.u., pttovided in Ta.ble 4. The 
. , . . 

rUACJt.bn1.na.n:t Qunc..Uon .6hould l.JepaJta..te .the pltoba.Uon and bt6U.ttdi.on gILOUp6 06 :the . . 

CDntJtol c.oun.ty in.to .theJJr. c.oMec;t ci{Apol.JiUoYL6, yet C!¥Le.y eighty-:two peILc.en.t 06 .the 

Anoka c.ompcvr.,<Aon glLoup welle c.oMec;t1.y c.la.I.J.6i6ied in.to e.i.tlteIL pttoba.tion oft. 

.i.n.6tliLLtA.on. One 06 the ma.jolL lU.6umpUoM 06 .tJt,i.,6 I.J-tudy iA thd; Anoka, the 

c.ontltol c.oun.ty, wou1..d be a. .6:tJc.ong ft.e6eJr..enc.e point bec..a.u.6e thelLe Wa..6 !:!£. lLe.6i

den:ti.a.e aUelLna.ilVe6, and theILe60ILe plLoba.Uon and i.nI.J:t<..tu,ti.on glLoupI.J would be 

quli:e d1...6fuc:t. AnotheIL in.teILe.iUng a.na.ly.6iI.J iI.J the ex:ten.t to wh.lc.h the Anoka 

Coun:ty, cLiAc.Jr.imiYU1.Yl.-t Qunc.Uon c.an c.oMec..t.ey c1.a..6.6ioy the VfO a.nd Ram.6ey gft.oup6. 

The. p!tCbCLtlon and inI.JU.tuUon gILOUp.6 in both c.ounUe6 welle a.l.6o I.J eVeILie.y mi..6-

Cl.a,s.6i6ied U.6ing.the Anoka. Coun.ty fuCJcJ.nU.na.nt 6un(!ZWn. The na.c..t tha:t the i.nI.JU.tl.Lti.on 

and p!r.obCLtlon glLOuPI.J WeJr..e. rni.l.Jc.i.al.Jl.JiUed 1L0uahf.L{ '10 peILC.e.n.t on the time. would demand .that 

the. WeJr..plLe;ta;Uon atia.c.he.d to the. I.JpW on .the. 1L~!lide.n:V..a1.. (PORT/Btte.meILl cU.e.ntI.J into 

P1PbCLtlon and iYL6U.tuUon di6pOI.JiUortI.J be made. (uith. e.x..t'teme. c.atdi.on. 
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TABLE 4@ 

Overlap Atrong Dispositional Groups 

.--- ------ - -~ -~---------'~-------
~..,.._---------- ~-~ ------~-------------r------

Group 
Being 
Classified 

A~oka 

Dodge/Fillmore/ 
Olmsted 
using 
Anoka County 

Ramsey County 
using 
Anoka County 

,Actual' 
Oisoosition 

Probation 

Institu~ion 

Probation 
(DFO) 

PORT 
(DFO) 

Institutio. 
(DFO) 

------ --- -~-~ 

Probation 
(Ramsey) 
Bremer 

fristitUjiOn Ramsey 

93 

78 

56 

52 

19 

---

' 105 

,73 

98 

Predicted Dispositions oCorrectlr 

. Probation 

80 
86% 

18 
23% 

46 
82% 

32 
. 62% 

7 
37% 

77 
73% 

34 

~-

47% 

~~% 

1 a'ssi fi ed 
!:;5titu~ 1vil .... (overa 1 

---------

13 
14% 

60 
77% 

10 
18% 

20 
38% 

12 
63% 

~--- ---

28 
27% 
39 
53% 

Hk 

---

77% 
(82 

82% 

63% 

73% 

03% 

+Nunbe'r of c 1 i ents wi th complete data on the fi ve selected va ri ab 1 es . 

'see p,age 14 
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The classification of the DFO PORT group based on Anoka resulted in a distribution 

of sixty-two percent (62%) to probation and thirty-eight percent (38%) to PORT. Using 
, . 

a coin toss analogy, there is a greater than ten percent (10%) chance that one could 

arrive at these sample results through the flip of a coin. Similarily, the 

Bremer group classification approaches a 50/50 split using the Anoka data, a result 

which infers that PORT/Bremer clients are as likely to have been prison bound as 

probation bound. 

Table 5i display.s the use of ' the discriminant function to classify PORT/Bremer 

based on each respective study county. Using the DFO data, one can classify 

PORT clients sixty-two percent (62%), to probation and thirty-eight percent (38%) 

to institution; a result that could be obtained at least one in ten times via a 

coin toss. The_~~_~ey/Bremer cl ~ents were classified :t'ifty-nine percent (59%) to probation 
, . 

an~_ forty-one percent (41%) to institution. These results are comparable to thase obtai 

when the Anoka County di~criminant function was used. 
\ . 

\ 

, One of the I1l)st sel'!'i ous cri ti ci sms of the resul ts of the use of the di scri mi nant 

technique is the inability to demonstrate a clear distinction between institution 

and prpbation groups. A second criticism is that the resulting predicted dispositional 

percentage split of PORT/Bremer clients into probation and institution is in keeping' 

with an underlying 50/50 split. If one accepts the fact that the discriminant technique 

can separate PORT/Bremer clients little better than chance, then it becomes very 

difficult to argue that increased social control is occuring when approximately half of 

_ -the PORT/Bre'mer clients are classified as probation clients and the other half as 

institutional clients. 
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TA8LE 5@ 
Overlap Among Dispositional Groups 

Predicted Disposition 
Group' 

. Befng Actual 
Classified Di.sposition N+ Probation 

----~- - -- --

PORT using D/F/O PORT 52 32 
probation and 62% 
institution 

Bremer using Bre~r 73 43 
Ramsey probation 59% 
and institution 

'. 'Five variables were used as discriminators. 

1. 1ne (age at sentence) 

2. lne (age at first adjudication or conviction) 

3. 1ne (number of juveni 1 e adjudi cati ons +l) 

4. 1ne (number of prior adult convi ctions +1) 

5. severity of current offense 

. Institution 

20 
38% 

30 
41% 

The natural logarithm was used in an attempt to corr~ct for the extreme skewness 
present on the original scale for: i. Age at sentence; 2. Age at first adjudica
tion or conviction; 3. Number of juvenile adjudications; and 4. Number of prior 
adult convictions. 

In all cases the equality of covariance hypothesis was rejected and a quadratic discrimina: 
function was hence used. 

No "adjustmen~" has been made to the disposition.al tables . 

. 
+N~er of cases with complete data on the five selected variables. 

~ ..... ... 
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-6., SummMY 0 6 Reanaf.y~-L6 on Socla.i. ContJc.oR.. stl.Ldy 

A Jte.a.na1.yf.J.u. 06·:the SocJ..a1. ContJw.e. f.J:tl.Ldy da:ta. Wa.6 c.omp{e:ted a.6:telL c.oJVr.ecti..Dn 06 

nwneltou.s da:ta. pltobR..eJM a.nti a. Itea.na1..Yf.J-<A 06 :the da.:ta.. The new 1te6utt6 cUd no:t .6I.LPpoJt.t 

!he c.Dnc.R..U6-i.o116 in :the o/tigbwl . .6:tl.Ldy. NwnivtOM CL6.6ump:ti.o116 ltega.JtcUng :the Me. 06 

cLiJJCJL.im1..na.nt a.na.R..y.6-<A WelLe vioR..a.:ted a.nd :the a.b1.LU:.y 06 :tha.:t :techniql.Le :to c:U..6c.M.mJ..na.:te. 

between 1te6-idenUaJ.., pltoba.tion a.nd iM:tliu:t-i.o n c.UenU ttla.f.J o v e.Jtf.J:ta.:ted. PJta.c.:ti..c.a.Uy 

Apea.1U.ng, :the cUt,cJr.1.rnUza.n:t 6l.LncUon. dOe6 a. POOIt job 06 c.i.a..6.6i6ying Anoka. County 

hr..6tJ.;tu,ti.o n a.nd plto ba:ti..o n cUe.n:t.6, wh ell eon e r.oo uR..d expe.c.:t a. VelLY c.R..e.aJ[. .6 e.paJt.a.:tio n. 

F.inall.y, :the ciW CJWn<.na.n:t c.R..a.f.J f.J.-i.. 6ic.a.:ti.o n do e6 no:t d1.. 66 e.!t .6ig rt.-i.. 6ic.a.n:t.e.y 6Jtom a. c.ha.nc.e 

AepaJr.a..ti.on 06 pORT and BltemelL c.Ue.n:tf.J i..n:to pltoba.ti.on a.nd i..M:ti;tution gltol.LP.6 :the.!te.by 

ma.1Wtg the i..nc.!tea..6 ed .6oua.R.. c.oYLtltoR.. a.Jtgwnerz:t cU66ic.uR..:t, 1.6 not .-i..mpo.6.6.-i..bR..e, :to .6M:taht 

on. :the ba..6"w 06 :the deLta. .-i..rt :th..i..6 1tea.rt.a1.y.6"w • 

.. . 
,', 
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B:' Analysis of Impact Study Datal 

Concurrent with the reanalysis of the Social Control data was a local 

effort to examina the broad issue of social control in terms of distr.ict 

court dispositions. It was hoped that in so doing that the impact of the 

omission of the jail sentences as one of the alternative dispositions might 

also be assessed. Regardles~ of the outcome of the reanalysis it was deemed 

important to examine sentencing trends over time in order that the phenom

enon of social control- could be better understood. Table 6 represents a 

sUl1IT2ry of district court dispositions on an annual basis .by the following 

areas: Dodge-Fillmore-Olmsted, Anoka, Ramsey. The question to be examined 

is, what are the sentencing trends. . .- .... 

~he Impact Study is an ongoing research effort by the Minnesota Department of 
Corrections to monitor the implementation of the Community Corrections Act by 
recording-every district court disposition from 1972 (second half) to present. 
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• .' I DISTRICT COURT D1SPOS !TIONS (l972-1976} 
\ . DODGE-FILL~1ORE-OU-'STED 

1972-73 Obs. No. 
% of row(~~tal 

.. expo no . () 
Cell Chil-square b 

'rS73-74 Obs. No. 
% of row( tQta 1 
expo no a) 
Cell Chi-square (b) 

1974-75 Obs. No. 
% of row f~}al 
expo no. 
Cell Chi-square (b) 

1975-76 Obs. No. 
% of row fgyal 
expo no. (b) 
Cell Chi -square 

Probation and 
Unsupervised 
R 1 e e_ase 

59 
82% 

42 

44 
61% 

42 

34 
49% 

, 40 

41 
44% 

54 

7.3* 

0.1 

1.0 

3.3 

Jail and 
Workhouse 
P b t" ro a 10n 

8 
11% 

24· 
10.g)t 

18 
25% 

24 
1.6 

31 
44% 

24 
2.3 

47 
50% 

32 
7.3* 

State 
I . t' nst,tu 10n 
5 

7% 
6 

0.2 I 

10 
14% 

6 
2.5 

5 
7% 

6 
0.1 

6 
6% 

8 
0.5 

Ttl o a 
72 

72 

70 

94 

.- TABLE 68 
Overall Chi-square (6 df) = 37.2 

P < .001 

972-73 Obs. No. 

• 

.. 

DISTRICT COURT DISPOSITIONS (1972-1976) 
- ANOKA 

Probation and Jail and 
Unsupervised Workhouse 
Release Probation 

" 

State 
Institution 

I 28 
~?,; 

, _~ • .-_ :""_tl __ 

Total 

I 87 I 

r 



TABLE 6C 
DISTRICT COURT DISPOSITIONS (1972-1976) 

RAMSEY 

Jail and 
Workhouse 

Probation and 
Unsupervised 
Reslease 

State 
Institution Total 

1972-7.3 Obs. No. 
- • S of row(tQ.tal 

expo no a} 
Cel Chi-square (b) 

1973-74 Obs. No 
% of row total 
expo no. _ a) (b) 
Cen Chi -square 

1974-75 Obs. No 
S of row(t~ta1 
exp. no a ( ) 
Cell Chi-square b 

1975-76 Obs. No 
% of row(tQta1 
expo no a) 
Cell Chi-square (b) 

189 

207 

306 

219 

120 
39% 

202 
6.9 

134 
40% 

213 
0.2 

. 

190 
48% 

268 
5.4* 

229 
39% -

236 
1.3 

178 487 
25% 37%-

148 136 
5.3~ , 12.8* 

173 514 
26% 34%* 

156 143 
3.2 5.9-M 

148 644 -30% 22%* 
195 180 

0.2 5.1* 

120 568 
40% 21% 

172 158 
18. 3~ , 9.5* 

Overall Chi-square (6 df) = 68.8 
P I... .001 

a. e,<pected number if dispositional and tirre were not associated 
b. Cell Chi-square reflects disparity between observed and expected numbers in each 

cell. 
* Values over 4.00 represent statistically significant disp'arity between observed 

and expected numbers. 
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As can be seen from the preceding tables, there has been a downward trend 

in the ~se of probation and unsupervised r~lease, and' in the use of state 

institution in Ramsey and.Dodge-Fillmore-Olmsted Counties. Conyersely there 

is a statistically significant increase in the use of jail and workhouse in 

these Community Corrections Act Counties. Anoka is a non-community corrections 

act county and has had a fairly constant year-to-yearproportion of dispositions 

.' in each ~isposition category. 

" 

ImpacU; study Swnm~y 

Thue. ta.b.tu poin:t oc.Lt the Iteed :to tr.er:UJr.ec:t atiertti.olt tr.egaJt.!:U.ltg :the f.Joc1.a.J.. 

c.on:tJr.ot if.Jf.Jue ruva.y nJtom :the tr.ef.Jidential pJtoglU1lT1,!;, and :towcvr.d6 :the jcUL6 a.nd wOJtfz.hbi.Lf.Jef.J 

whelle U a.PJ?'l.oplUa.te1.y be1ongf.J. ThiA point.i6 pa!Cti..C!I.li.aJr1.y fUghUghted .in Ra!n6ey 

County-wheJte thVte have been a.ppJtoUma.:te1y 60 BJtemetr. HOl.Lf.Je llienU ovetr. 60UlL yetVr.6. 

The. c.otLtext in. wfU.c.h:tIUA oc.C11JrJted ~ wLth a. dec.Uni.ng pJtobaUon a.n.d iM.tli:.r..Lti.on 

tJr.e.rui.6 a.rtd. iltCJteM ed jail l.Lf.J e. r:t14 di 6 6ic.u..e.:t to aJr.g tLe :tha.:t :the 60 &r.e.meJt fio u.6 e. 

eti.eJ'LU ha.d any .unr::nc..t at aU. in the ~oc.ia1. contJr.ot 06 the a.ppJtoxhna.te£.y 2, 200 R~e.y· 

f).utJr1.ct CouJr.:t dJ.A POl.:.i:Uo n I.:. • 

-19-
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- . c. Analysis of Olmsted District Court Dispositions (1965-1976) 

A further data source that was used to increase understanding of the Social Control . . -
question was the annual summary data published by Judge O. Russell Olson. This 

data is contained in Tables .7A and 78. Table 7A is a summary table of the Olmsted 

District Court dispositions in the pre-PORT era of 1965-1969 and in the two 

three-year intervals following implementation of PORT. The question to be answered 

by this anaiysis is what trends are occurring in the social control phenomenon. 
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1965-69 Obs. No. 
(Pre-PORT) % of row total 

expo no. 

1970-73 

1974-76 

Cell Chi-square 

Obs. No. 
% of row total 
expo no. 
Cell Chi-square 

Obs. No. 
% of row total 
expo no 
Cell Chi-square 

-~~-- - -- ------

TAI3LE "fA , 

OLMSTED DISTRICT COURT DISPOSITIONS (1965-1976) 

Probation Fine PORT 
66 0 1 

59% 0% 
46 7 

9.2* 7.4* 

79 22 31 
, 43% 12% 

76 12 
0.1 7.5* 

45 9 24 
27% 5% 

69 11 
&1* 0.4 , 

Overall Chi-square (8 df) = 134.8 
P < .001 

1% 
13 

11.5* 

17% 
22 

3.3 

14% 
20 

0.7 

Jail 
6 

5% 
28 

32 
17% 

46 

77 
46% 

42 

Prison Total 
38 111 

34% 
17 

16.9* 25.9" 

21 185 
11% 

28 
4.2* 1.9 

12 167 
7tJ, 

26 
30.4* 7.2* 

463 

Note: It should be emphasized that the definition of a type of felony crime changed during the periods under 
consideration. During the period of 1970-1973, marijuana possession was considered a felony. The district 
court disposition for simple possession of marijuana in 1970-1973 was fine. The decline 1n the use of fine 
1974-1976 coincided with a redefinition of possession of marijuana from a felony to a misdemeanor. 

a. expected number if dispositional and time were not associated 
b; Cell Chi-square reflects disparity between observed and expected numbers in each cell 
* Values over 4.00 represent statistically significant disparity between observed ,and expected numbers 

• 
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OLMSTED DISTRICT COURT DISPOSITIONS (1965-1976) --- continued 
TABLE 7B 

1965-69 Obs. No. 
. (Pre-PORT) % of rON total 

expo no. a• 
Cell Chi-square b 

1970-73 

1974-76 

Obs. No. 
% of row total 
expo no. a. 
Cell Chi -square b 

Obs. No. 
% of row total 
expo no. a~ 
Ce11.Ch1-squareb 

Overall 
Chi-square 
df 
p 

A. 

Fine/ 
Probation 

66 

1£>1 

54 

59% 
53 

55% 
.8R 

32% 
80 

A. 
115.4 
6 

<.001 

3.2 

B. 
Fine/ 
Probation/ 
PORT 
67 

60% 
. 66 

0.0 

132 

1.8 . 
, 

78 

8. ~ . 

71% 
110 

47%' 
100 

B. 
95.4 
4 

l.. 001 

4. 1* 

4.8* 

c. 

Prison! 
Jail . 
44 

53 

89 
, 

40% 
45 

29% 
74 

53% 
67 

C. 
-42.1 
4 

1...001 

~I. Based on disposition groups Fine/probation, PORT, jail, prison 
Fine/probation/PORT, jail, prison 
Prison/jail, fine/probation, PORT 
Prison/jail/PORT, fine/probation 
Prison/PORT, fine/probation, jail 

I. , 
, . , . 
I. 'expected number if disposit.ional and time were not associated . 

0.0 

6.1* 

7.2* 

D. 
Prison/ 
Jaill 
PORT 
45 

41% 

84 
45% 

113 
68% 

58 

97 

87 

D. 
25.5 
2 

~.001 

I. Cell Chi-square reflects disparity between observed and expected numbers in each cell 

2.9 

1.7 

7.6* 

F.. 

Prison/ 
PORT 
39 

52 

36 

35% 
30 

28% 
51 

22% 
46 

E. 
69.4 
4 

<;.001 

Values over 4.00 represent statistically significant disparity between observed and expected numbers 
.-

.. .. .-

2.4 

0.0 

2.1 

.. .. 



InteJLe.6:ti.n.gly,. theJte aile two no:tewolLthIj btencLs, a. ~i.grri6-f.CJ1n;t dedhte .i.tl :the 

• uae 06 plLoba:Uon o.nd. a. ~.lgYli6.lCJ1n;t htCJr.ea..6e ht :the u.s e 06 jail.. PORT 'Jlerna...{M C.On.6.ta.n:t.. 

The JOci.a.l c.on:tJtol phenomenon Jhou1.d exJU.bU a. decli.ne :in ptObtLti..on wUh a. c.onc.omlia.n;t·· 

i~e .in the CL6e ht PORT. Table 78 a.UOW6 one t:o olJJWteJt. examine :the JOc..la.l c.on:t.Jr.ol 

.l.64ue. PORT eMU aile gJlO~ped wUh pttoba.ti.on/6hte and they aJr..e ~o gJlouped wUh 

p1Li.$on. In o:theJL woJtd6, the PORT eM U aJr..e bung u.s ed :to tVr.:ti.6.lc..la.Uy load :theA e 

di..6 P04.l:ti.o na1. gJloup.lngJ. I6 p!r.O ba.tJ.o n .lJ dec.UYling b eCJ1u.s e 06 PORT, :then -i.. 6 we add 

PORT :to p!r.oba:Uon :then tha.:t gJlouping ought :to J:teo.dy out ove!t time •. 86:th· gJlOUp6 '.: 

exkibLt a dOWYlWaJr..d :tJr..end. ConveJL,5dy, the jail c.omb-ina,tion.6; jail/ptr..lJon, ptr.1Aon/ 

jall./PORT aU. exJU.bU a.n htCJr.~-i..ng :tJr..end • 

. The po.ln.:t to be empha.J.lzed oJr.om :thue .ta.blu Ls :tha..t .in .the Vodge-FillmoJle-Ol~:ted 

ai.ea., the JOdai.. c.on:t.Jr.ol phenomenon 06 ptobation-Jr.u-i..den:ti.ai. :tJr..a.deo6 oJ cUJc.u.llJed-i..n . . 
the Soc..la.l Con.tJr.oR. J:tu.dy .lJ J-i..mply not JuppolLted. The only aIlea. 06 .lnCJr.ea..6e a.nd peJt

h.a.p6 -i..nCJr.ea..6e .in JOcla.l. c.on-tltol .lJ -i..n ;the U6e 06 :the jill. 
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D. Analysis of Attorney Survey Data 

The final analysis in this document is a concurrent study which was undertaken 

~- by one of the evaluation subcommi~tee rrembers. This ·study attempted to answer the 
II 

question." "what was the perception of the defense attorney at the time of district 

court sentencing of the most likely alternative to PORT?" A list of the PORT clients 

from only Olmsted County was provided as the study sample. Each defense attorney 

was questioned regarding his perception of the case at the time of sentencing. 
, . 

Although the defense attorneys unbiased response was solicited, we have no 

means' of defending such a statement. The survey was conducted by telephone with the 

question presented as stated. Ideally, an independent attorneys assessment of the· 
. . 

information available to the defense attorney would present the view of a less involved 

par~y. This approach was oDvious)y not feasible even in the presence of the potential 

bias the results are noteworthy. Table 8 provides a summary of the findings. 
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·TABLE 8 

Defense Ittomey Survey Of Cases Resulting rri Rochester PORT Dispositions 
" . ---- ."- ... \ ' 

Defense Attorneyls 
perception of most 
likely alternative 
to PORT Number % of res ondents 

Probation 5 12% 

Jail 10 24% 

Prison 26 64% 

Total 41 

Explanation of non-respondents .. 

Attorney could not be reached 5 
Attorney could not recall 1 

SUlr",/lJuJ o~ AttoM.efj SU/tvefj VeLta. 

I 

. The. ltuuU:6 o~ the a:ttoM.efj .6UJl.vefj o66eIL a.ddi.:tionai. .6UppoJd. nOlL the aJtgwne.n.t 

tJud; "u.i.de.n:tial., plWbatlon c.annectum viA a. viA .60c1.a1, c.on..tJLol c.a.rz.no:t be .6uppoltted • 

. fn t:he. mi.n.d6 06 :the de6en.6e a:ttoltYtefj'lJ, PORT wa.o a.n ai.:teILna.:tive :to p!U6on -in 64 pelLC.e.n.t 

0' t:he. ca.6U. CaJr.Jr.i..ed. even 6UJtthelL, E6 one Welle :tD .6pUt :the 24 PelLC.~nt ja1.l. -in hai.n, 
. 12 pelt~ent to PORT a.nd 72 pelLC.ent to ptoba.:ti..on, 76 pelLc.ent o~ 11te c.U.ena who went 

to PORT welle !Jeen a.h ILec.uvbl.g an a.£.:teJr.n.a.tive to -inc.aJtc.eJULti.on. 
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Ill.':. Discussion 

.. 

The Social Control study was designed to examine the social control issue from the 

perspective of residential treatment programs in community corrections areas. The 

study concluded that residential programs increased social control~ increased 

costs with no demonstrated superior effectiveness in reducing recidivism over more 

traditional probation.' The results of the study were presented unequivocally~ and 

'the reaction to these finding~ generated many questions. Discussion of the 

Social Control study revealed that the social control concept was most likely operation

ally roore comple-x than initially believed and that the study was too narrow in 

scope to address these complexities~ for example~ it totally ignored jail as a 

disposition. Also~ the study appeared to have numerous methodological and analytical 

problems which made it d~fficult to accept the results. Given the practical 

tmplications of the results of, the Social Control study, there wer.e simply too many un

answered questions to permit endorsement of-the findings. The Department of Corrections 

declined to reanalyze the data or revise the results~ therefore~ the Evaluation 

Committee undertook a reanalysis. 

Based upon a reanalysis of the data used in the Social Control study with some 

. ·corrections of the coding-and improyement of the discriminant procedures~ there is clearly 

only one result. The con~lusions of the Soc~al Control study are not supported. 

A univariate analysis of the five variables used in the study on a sample by 

sample basis yielded very mixed results. The residential clients, when compared to 

probation and institutbnin Anoka, and the home coun~y presented, no clear pattern 

of comparability or distinctiveness. Put another way, if the residential groups does 

not appear to be comparable to probation or distinct from institution group on a 

variable by variable basis, it is difflcult to argue that they would be distinct or 

comparable using a discriminant analysis. 

A reanalysis of the data utilizing the discriminant technique yielded results that 
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were inconsistent with those contained in the Social Control study. The new 
- I 

- - results indicated a greater degree of overlap in probation, and institution groups • 
• 

A primary assumption of the Social Control study was the distinctiveness of 

institution and probation as opposite poles of the social control continuum. The 

results indicated that residential clients were only slightly more likely to be. 

classified as probation clients over institution clients. The statistical advantage 

of the discriminant analysis results in separating residential clients into either 

probation or institution offer~ no discernable advantage over a random or chance 

separation. The weakness of initial analysis of the Social Control is demonstrated . 
by the use of the.Anoka (control county) to classify 01~sted, Ramsey, and Anoka 

data. Only 82 percent of the Anoka cl i ents are correctly c1assi fi ed usi ng Anoka data. 

The Anoka discriminant function correctly classifies only 63 percent of the Olmsted 

institution group and only 73 percent of the Ramsey probation group. Finally, the 

Anoka discriminant functions classifies approximately half of the residential clients 

in probation and half in institutions. This result squarely contradicts the conclusions 

of the Social Control study and provides rather convincing evidence on the basis of . 
~ 

this reanalysis that residential treatment neither increases or decreases social 

control. 

In order to examine the broader issue of social control, it is necessary to go 

beyond the limits of the Social Control study, and the reanalysis. Examination of 

the Impact Study data clearly reveals that for Ramsey and Olmsted Counties there has 

been a statistically significant increase in the use of jail/workhouse with a 

constant or declining use of probation and institution. Conversely Anoka County, 

(a non-Community Corrections Act County) demonstrated a constant trend in the use of 

. probation and institution. If social control is an issuf" for Community Corrections 

Act Counties, attention oug~to be dire~ted towards the use of jail/workhouse. 
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One of the purposes of the Social Control study is to direct the attention of 

dispositional decision-makers (judges) towards the phenomenon of soci~l control. 

• Allegedly over time the district court judges were increasing social control through 

the unappropriate'use of resident,ia1 treatment in li·eu of probation. Olmsted County 

was in an excellent position to address this question since it was the birthplace 

of one of the first PORT programs in the United States and was the first Community 

Corrections Act County in Minnesota. Analysis of the Olmsted District Court data 

over ,an 11 year period 'is revealing. The use of PORT (residential treatment) is 
, , ' 

constant, with a significant Eecrease in the use of probation and prison. There is 

a significant increase in the use of jail. Further analysis reveals that even if 

the PORT group is added to the probation group there is still a 'statistically 

significant decrease in the use of probation and a declining though not statistically 

significant decline in the use of prison. In terms of district court dispositions,.. in 

., :. OlmSted County Jail (not PORT) accounts for any increase in social control. 

, _ 0 

J • 

. ' ' 

The last phase of the reanalysi s was to indi vidua lly survey defense attorneys 

for PORT clients. This was seen as a supportive piece of research to study 

pre-disposition perceptions regarding judicial decision making. This data 

presented alone would be difficult to support because of the possibility of bias 

in one direction or another. However, this data was collected in advance of the 

reanalysis and therp. was no pre-disposition either for or against the results of 

the Soci;aJ C.ontrol study. Si xty-four percent of the defense attorney I'S i ndi cated 

that the most likely al~ernative was prison. This evidence suggests that for the 

majority of clients, in the opinion of the defense attorney social control is 

decreasi~ rather than increasing becacse of the availability of a, residential 

facility. 

,', 
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Overall, it isplear that the findings in the Social Control study are not 

supported by the results of the reanalysis.- An analysis of additional data 

• provides rather convincing evidence that the residential programs are not an 

appropriate- area .of concern for soci'al control. In fact, it appears that the most 

identifiable area of social control is the use of jail in the Community Corrections 

Counti es. 

iv. _ -Recommend at; on 

In order to facllitate an appropriate resolution of the social control issue in 

terms of the data presented in the Social Control study and this reanalysis, the .. 
following recolMlendations have been deVeloped. 

Review Policy 

In those instances where the Department of Corrections undertakes a joint 

study with a community corrections subsidy area, the department should in 

. advance of final publication of the results submit a draft of the study for review 

by coparticipants. Statistical and analytical objections to the study should be 

adequately addressed by the department prior to publication and dissemination of the 

results. Reanalysis of data is a difficult and consuming task, and the re~ources 

for· the effort are normally not available to subsidy areas. 

Social ControlConclusions._ 

The data in the Social Control study appropriately analyzed does not support the 
. . 

conclusion that residential programs increase social control. This reanalysis should 

be disseminated to the criminal justice community • 

. Social Control Issue 

The socia'l control issue in terms of community corrections is an· important. issue. 
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Q:tober 27, 1977 

Mr. Jerry Strathm:m 

County of Olmsted 
COURTHOUSE 

Rochester, Minnesota 55901 

507/285·8115 

Director, Reseq.rcI'i an:i Inforrration ~.lstem 
Depa.rt:ment of Corrections 
Suit.e 430 Netro Square Building 
7th arrl Ro1:ert Streets 
St. Paul, m 55101 

Dear Mr. Strathrran: 

Officeo£ 
CoWlty Admini!:trator 

I. 

Recently .~ had the o~rtunity to reviE!'H the "PORI' Prore.tion Corrpariscn Sttriyn 
weh was prep:rre:1 by your office on behalf of the Dep:rrt:ment. This study 
addresses a major issue in CoITTr'..lIlity Corrections - social control. It also 
raises a nurn1:er of major prcgra.-n and policy questions for the Ccrrrn.m.ity Correc
tions Mvisory Board eSE=€Cially regarding the role of residential treatmoi.t 
programs in our subsidy area. .l:..s 2. co-participa.':J.t in this study, wi: are 
particularly intereste:::l in its coI"!clusiens, ar.d heartily s..1pfX)rt .t..'1e efforts . 
of the O=partrrent in conducting this type of research. 

As you are probably aware, this study has rece!1.t1y h:e.'1 the topic of consicerable 
review and discussion on the ~t of the PORI' Board a."1d the Commmi. ty COrrectiDr .... s 
Evaluation Cc:mmittee. One of ycur staff., !J-s. Kay Knapp, r-.as l::een kind enough to 
p;esent the findings to the PORr Board and rrost of t"'e rneml::ers of b::yth l::oards 
arxl staff r.ave received copies. In addition, this study has !:ea'1 rev'ie.<led by 

. our Evaluation staff and the Evaluation Sub::omnittee of the Advisorv Beard. The 
exposure tf1.at this stud'! has received lecallv has resulted in a careful review 
of the research and a gCa:i deal of interest On the part of the l:::oard in utilizing 
the findings. The FQtential for these fir..dings to be userl by the Advisory BO:trd 
is rather hioh. HQT.~BVer, the review orccsss r.as raise::i a numeer of subsU"..ntive-

J . ~ -

questions regarding the research \v"hich go l:eyo.'ld the norrral irnperfe:::i:ions of this 
type scx::ial research and, in fact, appear have a direct bearing 0..'1 the strength 
of the conclusions. It is our hope that you will address the felloHin; questions 
and discuss ycur responses ~ith us at your earliest opportunity. 

~ ·~up.Distinctiveness 

As W:! understarrl the use of linear discriIl'inant analysis, an underlying assumption 
is equality of covariances. If t.he covariar:ce matrices are not equal (as appears 
to be true in this case) the optirral rule is a quadratic discrmi.."1ant functicn 
rather than the linear discriminant fu."'1Cticn. It. r..3.y be t."1a.t app!:"opriate trans
fonnations of the data (log, square :coot., etc.) mi¢t eliminate the problem of 
skewness arrl stabilize the covarianc~ rr.atrices so tr..at a linear fu.nction could 

An Equal Opportunity / AfJirmati .... e A.:tior: Employrr 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

lira Diaric:t 

Rotemary Ahmann 
$ec.mdDistria 

Caro:J. Kamper 
Third Disu;c:t 

DOuglas A. Krueger . 
Faunh District 

Richard F. Chase 
Hfth District 

Gerald Tiedc.'T1an 
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I· 
be used.. Also, since t.he Institution, PORI' and Probation group sizes were unequal, 
usin;' pr(JpJrtiO:-'1a1 priors rather

l 
tha..""l equal prior probabilities w:)uld improve 

the disclr~ation among groups. Ic.st, it is "possible that the PORI' group is 
DlJre l.ikl~ the Jail group t.h:m the Institution group. If the Jail group falls 
SClteWherl~ l:ebveen the PORI' and Probation c:rOUDS (on the basis of the variables 

• listed in Table 1 of the ret:Ort), PORI' residents could !nore likely be classified 
as probationers. Hot~"'ever, the PORI' reside.'1ts actually might have gone to jail 
and experienced ~reaserl social control if PORT ~.'ere not available. 

If you helve tb<=> time v.e muld like to suggest t_;"e follC;W:wg additiona.l analyses. 
All. propc>sals assume that the data have teen transforrred and proFQrtional priors 
are used. 

(1) If d3.ta are available 1:::uild a discriminant function on the Institution, 
Jail and Proreticn groUps. Use this function to classify the PORI' reside.""lts. 

(2) If data on the jail group are not available, build a discrirni..""lant function 
on the Itl:stitutic:n and Probation populations and classify the PORI' group. Of 
course lea.ving out the jail group could cause difficulties as discusse:i alxJve. 

(3) to a rrultivariate T-test of Institution versus PORI' and then PORI' versus 
the Proba1tion to see which differe..:.ce is larger •. Ag::"-.in, leaving out Jail pop-. 
ulation \>"culd cGmplicate this analysis. If possible it to,D\.lld l:e useful to also 
include a PORT versus Jail corrparison. 

B. Dispcmitions ~'lithout Reside.'1tial Alternatives 

It nay be that the patterns of arrest ar.d sentencing are very different in Anoka 
Q:Junty th.:!11 in Olmsted County. The s:L~arity of these b.u counties has not 
been dEmCrllstrated. 

If the analysis pro!;X)sed under group distinctiveness is not sufficient, then w-e 
~ suggest the following: 

(1) What 'variables did well 1..'1 t.;"e discriminant analysis for the Anoka County 
group? t-Jhat variables did ~ll in the Anoka discriminant analysis? How do these 
cxmpare? 

(2)· Conpare the overall poPllation rreans for the Ol!rsted County group to the 
overall sarrple rreans for the JI.IlOka group to begin to assess the canparability 
of the ~ groups. 

(3) After making the appropriate transfo:rmations on t.;"e data aIrl rerunning the 
discriminant analysis, check to see horN accurately the JI..l"!Oka function discriJ'tli.""lates 
far its own group of people and hON accurately the Anoka function discrirrinates for 
the Olrnsterl County institutional group ar.d for t..~e Olmsted. County probation grOU? 
(This might 1:e useful even without transforming the data to gain more understarriing 
of the published classification funcj:i~.) 

1Iachenb.1rch, Peter A., Discriminant Analys Ls, Hafner Press, 1975. 
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c. Cr:im.inal Activity Nith Increased Social Control 

,r 

It appears fran T cble 2C that the PORr - Prob3tion type group am the canparisQ.T'l 
group differ on many of the variables. AgaiLl tlllS analysis is based en the 

• reliability of the PORI' discrimLT'laIlt functiQ."'l and the, canp::...rability b=tween 
OlImted County and Anoka County. 

l6 ttOuld ,like to suggest the follcw:i.'1g: 

(1) 'Carrpare PORr criminal activities in the group determined to l:e IroSt liJ~e the 
probationers to the criminal activities of OL"iGted Cctmty proootioners. This would 
eliminate any problems with comparability. Of course, you ~uld still have t.'l1e 
small sarrple size problem. 

D. Eca10mic Benefits 

Our final concern regards the econcmic costs 2I".d be.."'lefits. Focusing simply on 
per d~em costs for PORI', a one dollar per day reduction in the per diem as a 
result of tuition paid by PORT residents ~,;~uld bri..'1g t..'"E cost renefit ratio 
far social control even closer to o.."1e. Again too, th9 validity of these ccn
clusicns is based on tb.e assl..lI1"Ption that t.~e arig~ discrirnir..a...'1t analysis .is 
reliable. 

The preceding concerns have been develor;ed in o::der to hopefully irrprove on an 
innovative and professional research ef.fort \i.hich has been difficult and a carr~lex 
stuiy to conduct. r.'le hav-e no preconce...'"11ed notions regarding t.'1e L"TpCict of our 
questions on the findings. In fact, it rray be likely t..'i-Ja.t the results may even 
be. stronger in sUPFOrt of the sccial control phenorrenon. HO\·.'ever, in our estirra
tial these are substantive questions and should t:e addressed prior to the reca:l
lDel'rlation by the Evaluation Comnittee or the ac.option of tr12se finding::; by the 
'Advisory BoaI:d. We look forw-c:trd to discussing these concerns wit.h you in the near 
future. 

Lawrence Colllns 
Ola.irperson, Evaluation Subcamnittee 

, 

~~ Barbara Tilley 
~ Evaluation Subcomnittee 

cc: Isabel Huizenga 
IBvid A. Rooney 
Jay IJ:ndgren 
'lb::rnas Sulli va"1 
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Mr. lawrence Collins, Chairperson 
Evaluation Subcommittee 
c/o David A. Roone." 
Community Correcti.Jns Administrator 
Olmsted County Court Hous~ 
Rochester, Minnesota 559,PI 

,1 

Dectr Mr. Co I I i ns :. .' ' 

... 

The rece i pt of your I etter of October 27, 1977 regard i ng ou'r research on the 
"social control issue" has led us to once again review the research methods 
and methodolog'ies used 1n the report entitled, The Effect of the Availabii itv 
of Commun i ty Res i dent i a I .; I tE:rnat i ves to State I ilca rcerat i on on Sentenci n.:: 
Practices: 'he Social Con7rctl Issue (JUi1'9. 1977). This leT7er summarizes the 
results of this reexaminaTion following the general issue outl ine suggeSTed 
t ri your r etter. ' 

A. Group Distinctivaress 
. , . 

Covari ance ~,1atr i cas 

One of several assumptions underlying the theory of discriminant analysis is 
the equal ity of group covariance matrices. In practical appl ications co
variance m~trices are seljcm equal. One technique that can be employed in 
dealing with unequal covariance matrices is using individual group covariance 
matrices for classificaticn r~ther 'than the usual pooled within-groups co
variance maTriX. W11ile some differences exist in the study's group covariance 
rr.atrices, a pooled estimate was used. -Discriminant analysis is extremely robust 
and strict adherer.ce to the assumptIon of equal covariance is not imperative. 
As a practical matter, the result of unequal covariance rratrices in the classifi
cation process is that cases are more like I y to be p I aced into the group ',oI! th the 
greatest over-aJ I di£persion. The institution groups are more disperse than . 
the other dispositional groups and, therefore, cases are somewhat more liKely 
to be aSSigned to the institution group than th~y would be if the covariance 
matrices were equel. 

Proportional Priors 

Discriminant analysis provides for an individual case to be assigned group 
membership on the basis of classification scores derived from the discriminating 
variables for th3t ?articular case. One of the options eV31 iable in cl~ss!fying 
individual cases irTo groups is to provide a set, of given or prior probabi li~ies 

-fn the assignment process. Setting prior probabi li71es involves intervening 
fn the classificaiion process and determining that the probabili7ies based or 
thiS cl~ssifica'tion scores wi II be adjusted accoi'ding to some pi"'ed~tQrTi1iiiec 
sy~;temfc bias. n·e most canvnon prior. probabi I i';-ies used are. based en either .' . 

I 

I 
I 
i 
I 
~ 

! 

I 
I 
I 
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" 

sample or kno\vh population sizes. If, for' exam.:>le, cases are being classified 
Into two' groups on3 of ... Jh i ch has 75 members and the other havi ng 25 members ~ 
prIor probabilities of .75 and .25 can be specified. This results in adjusting 
the probabi I ities derived from the discriminating variables to increase -the 
probabilities that cases will be classified into the larger group. In a sense, 
-the cases are only partia'lly "earning" classification into the larger group on 
the basis of individual characteristics. There is a definite systemic "push" 
element operating as well. 

'Thf~re are times when th is kind of adj ustment is usefu I such as w,hen theory 
suggests that there is a definite size constraint in th~ system' (e.g., number 
of medical school openings) and it is desirable to reflect that fact in classify
Ing members. However, when theory suggests that group size is determined not 
by a systemic factor but rather results from the empirical existence of certain 
kinds of' indi,jiduals, equal probClbi I ities are often more appropriate. 
IndIvIduals are then classified on the basis of classification scores derived 
from individual character:-istics and in essence "earn" their way into a group. 

It was felt that sentencing patterns reflect, or ought to reflect, the second 
theoretical perspective: and, therefore, equal probabi lities were used. To do 

, . othen-lise would suggest that probation groups are larger than institutional 
:, groups not only because there are more offenders with the appropriate character-' 

rstics but also because judges determine that the probation group wil I be larger 
and consider that in the dispositional process. That would seem to be a 
diffIcult position to defend. 

As a practical matter, specifying prior p:""obabi I ities on the basis of population 
size would increase the prcbabi I ities of classifyi,ng residents in the probation 
group. 

Jar I vs. PORT 

,It seems quite likoly that PORT has come to be used as an alternative to jail. 
The trend found that the decreasing use of PORT as an alternative to state 
(ncarcer"ation coincided with the development of jai I programming and subsequent 
Increased use of the jai I, Oire~t support for this idea is found in the dis
positions giving offenders the option of jai I 01- PORT (see footnote 5 in the 
s1"udy). Th is provi des 'further ev i dence that PORT is decreas j ng I y be i n9 used 

. as an alternative to state incarceration. 

There Is a great need for systematic study of the jail phenomenon in Community 
Corrections prcgr"cmming. If PORT and jar I, groups are indeed simi lar, it would 
follow that the jz:d I popu I ation i:5 a I so simi I ar to 'the 'probati oners ina 
system with two sentencing optionpo 

", 
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Whether more social control is exerted by jailor PORT is an interesting but 
difficult question. A definitive answer is probably not possible, but factors 
such as length of stay, \'Iork release options, and subjective evaluations of 
offenders might shed some light on the issue. 

Additional Suqoestions 

I. Unfortunately, data on jailed offenders are not available. 

2. Using the institution and probation groups in Olmsted County to classify 
PORT res i dents was cons i dsred and rejected. T.b.e reason the AQQ!.-a gcc'JpS 
were used inste<3d of the O!r:;sted aroyQ.3 was. to ;n~t,Jre a ser:tencic~tl::>t+""m 
that con-t~TnwE?crPoRT -ty.Q= res i d~ni.s.. 0 I msted County did not have suff i c i ent 1 
numbers of PORT-type resi.:;ents in the probation and institution groups to 
provide an empirical referent for the re/iab!e placement of PORT residents. 
A more extensive discussion of the rationale is cOiltained on page 18 of 

, the report. 

3. A mult!variate T-tesT would -jetermine \'/hethe,· the PORT groups are ),. 
statistically d~ffe~~nt fror:! the p~obation a~d institution groups •. A T-test< .~ ..... ~~;' 
does not deterrr.lne Tne extent of, differences, hmvever. Although thiS type \ :J-
,of analysis could be cond~cted, it does not directly relate to the issue of j 
jhe kind of alternative PORT i~ providing. 

B. Dispositions without Residential Alternatives 

As noted in the report there are i nev i tab led i Herences between correcti ona I 
systems. For the purposes of this study, it is not necessary that patterns of 
arres'" in the two systems be s i I'd I ar, but it is necessary that sentenci ng 
patterns be simi lar. The Anoka dispositional groups are rr~re variable than, 
the Olmsted dispositional groups because the continuum of offenders is placed 
In two rather than three major groups in 0 I msted County (vih i eh became four 
groups when the jai I began to be used extensive:y). SUbstantial simi larity, 
however, ",las found in the patterns of variables between fhe respective dis
positional groups in the two counties. 

Additional Suggestions 
0:~~,t 

.1. It is unclear what is mearit by discriminant analysis for the Anoka County 
group as compared to the Anoka discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis 
was performed using the Anoka probation and Anoka institution groups from 
which one discriminant function was derived. The· variables which contribute 
most to the fur.cticns are severity levei of 'r-he crime, age at first offense, 
and nWilber of prior offenses. The same varirlbles contribute most to the 
solution in the Olmsted area wit~ the additional variable of age being 
Important. 
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2"While'it :n'ould seem that the more meaningful comparisons for the purpose,clf 
the study are between dispositional g~oups, comparable broader agsregatio~s 
can be ca I cu lated with the fo I I o ... :i ng in format i on. There 'llere 279 d i spos i'7 i cns 

, In the Anoka County probation population and 153 dispositions in the Anoka 
'Instltuti on popu I at i on. 

Means reflecting the total Anoka population can be calculated by appropriately 
.weighting the Anqka sample means. 

, , 

3.~The discrimina+ion of the Andka groups is as fol lows: 

Dispositional GrouDs in P.noka County, July, 1972 throuah June,' 1976 
, 

Actual 
!llspositioiis 

Probation 

. Institution 

~-

fr£~ation 

92.0% 
n=92 

20% 
16 . 

Predicted DisDositions 
Institution Total 

8.0% 100% 
n=8 100 . 

80% 100% 
64 eo 

The Olmsted institution and probation groups were not classified 'into the). " 
, Anoka probation and institution grou;::>s. Doing so does not fol,lew from 

the design or the questions being asked. 

c. Criminal Activity with Increased Social Control 

Some differences between the aggregated PORT-Probation type and the 
comparison groups do exist, but the differences are very small and the patte,-n 
of variables on t~e individual level are very similar~ It is unclear what is 
meant by the PORT discriminant function. 

I. The same empirical referent problem mentioned in regard to using the Olmsted 
probation and institution groups to classify PORT residents surfaces in 
regard to investigating criminal activity. There are not enough comparable 
offenders in the Olmsted ptl"/;)bation sample te· pursue that kind of invest.igdticn. 

D. 'Economic Analysis 

The economJc analysis of the report is directed toward assessing the approximate 
costs and benefits of increasing and decreasing social control. To accompli5h 
this, hypothetical' alternatives 'llere consTructed (e.g' l estirnates of institutional 
TIme that would h3ve been served). Given the r.ature of the constiuctions l 
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somewhat arbitrary but hopefully relatistic per diems ... ,ere established to 
estimate the costs of increasing social control and the benefits of decreasing 
socia! control. The economic analysis is obviCiusly not a cost analysis of a 
particular program.' That would require a specific and detailed accounting of 
expenditures during the time period covered. Program based cost/benefit 

. Inferences ,do nOT follow from the kind of analysis 'conducted in the report. 

As Is apparent from the preced i ng discuss ion, 'tie conti nue to be I i eve that the 
research methods and methodologies e~ploYed in tnis study are in al I cases 
appropriate and properly app I ied. ~'Jhi Ie it is almost always possib Ie for 
researchers to have honest differences of opinion regarding the proper 
application of statistical techniques and the interpretation of statistical 
analyses, we believe that our usages are in all cases consistent with current 
"good practice". Therefore, we continue to bel ieve that the report is 
technically sound as'published. 

As an aside, it is very satisfying to have a co~roittee such as yours examine 
our work in such an obviously careful and thoug~tfu! manner. Such feedback 
not ~nly contributes to maintaining high standards for research in Minnesota, 
tt also suggests that research is increasingly peing seriously considered in 
the public policy making process. 

I trust that this response is adequate for your·needs. However, should your 
conmlttee have additional questions, please' contact us and we wi I I be happy 
to respond. Also, should your committee wish to examine the data upon which 
thIs report is based, vie wi II be glad to provide it to you for independent 
examination and analysiS. ' 

Sincerely" <1 ;;-! _I 
;lt 

§ 
/J~t' --:../" / 

:'t.(; .eC/ .;«----.-}~ f.~!: (//~ J-......... 
Gerald J.; trathman, Director 
ResearchYand I nfot~mation Systems 

cc: Thomas Su II i'/an 

GJS/ss/ps 



APPI:NIJIX Of: 
Means. medians, and standard deviations on disposition related variables probation, PORT and institution cases in 
Dodge-Fillmore-Olmsted; Ramsey and Anoka Counites . 

-- Penciled result - takp!,_from S _~tal CJ>Jltr.Q Stud 
Probation 

# cases in study 

Age at 
sentenc::e N 

Median' 
Mean 2 
S. D. 

Dodgel 
Fillmorel 
Olmsted Ramsey Anoka 

62 107 100 

61 tol 107 IOf) 99 q~ 
21 21 22 
23. 7 .2~,9 23.3,t3·3Lj 24.3 211 •32 

7.8 'l.!:O 6.4 l#.~ 7.2 '1,'~ 

O/F/O 
PORT 

Ramsey 
Bremer House 

---- ------------------

60 77 
- ---- --- -------------

60 (01, 77 rt'l 
20 19 
22.0 21.Q"'· 19.8 Ill.S'l 

4.5 at.OS 1.9 v, ... 

Institution 
. Dodgel 

Fillmorel 
Anoka Ramsey Olmsted 

---------------- --

80 105 19 

80 eo 105 105 19 23 

23 24 26 
25.11~.I" 26.4 2"'.380 29. rt'\·q 
7.3 ".31. 7.9 ".tD' 10.8 io .. 

.-+------------- ----

Age at 
first ad
judication 
or c3nvic
tion 

.. 
Number of 
juvenile 
adjudi ..; 
cations· 

N 
Median 
Mean 
S. D. 

N 
% with zero 
Median 
Mean 
S. D.' 

61 55 107 104 99 qO 60 48 
20 '19 21 I • 18 
22.221.lDS 20.8 2.O/1322.7~;)·3Cf I 19.5 18.00 
0.5 '1.210 7.5'1·~' 7.8 '1.lD9 5.7 ,-\.'30 
----------,~--------

56 51D 
79% 
o 
0.4 .5'1 
1. 0 \.3fJ 

105 105 
63% 
o 
0.7 /\2 
1.1\.\~ 

94 9'i 
78% 
o 
0.4 ."13 
1.0 .95 

52 53 
40% . 
1 
1.1 I,OIe, 

1. 4 \. '2.S 

77 f\~ 
15 
16.1 ,5.80 

3.6 3.4S 

73 '13 
30% 
2 
1. 8 \.fl5 

1.5 1.'-'1 . --------- ------ --- ----- ---- --- -- ------ - --- --~--- ----

Nllmher of N 
prior adult % with zero 
adju~i- Median 
cations Mean 

S.D. 

62 102 
82% 
o 
0.2 • '33 
0.5 .9B 

107 101 98· q~ 
92% 83% 
o O. 
O. 1 ,o~ 0.3. ~'l 
0.3 .25 0.7 .~s-

59 .510 
68% 
o 
0.4 .'\2. 
O. 7 .~s 

76 "10 
71% 
o . 
0.3 .6"2. 
0.5 .54-

- - -- -- ---- -_.--------- - -- ----------~-~-------~- ---- -- --------------- ----- ------------

Severity N 
of current Median 
conviction Mean 

S.D. 

62 toZ 
2 

'1. 6 ,.\i3 
1. 1 \.02. 

107 1<>1 100 ,00 

2 2 
2.0 \.CJfl 2. 3 ~.3't 
1. 2 1,1') 1. 4 ,.~~ 

60 ft,l 
2 
2. 4 -Z.4~ 
1.3 \.2rt 

77 rl1 
2 
2.4 2.3~ 
1. 3 "I~ 

80 'l~ 105 4B 19 2.'2 

16 16 18 
,17.2 ';.05 18.2 II..G~ 23.2 22.' 

6.1 (,.0' 8.1 (.. r~ 13.0 "1. 
-,---

78 '1& 98 98 19 ~3 

33% 27% 47% 
1 2 1 
1.9 \,<\2 2.4 -z:?>B 1.6'.s~ 
2.3 2..1.(0 2.2 'Z .'1..10 2.3 :l.;J 

-----

80 80 103· \0'5 19 '23 

44% 39% 53% 
1 1 0 
1. 6 \.\e~ 1. 3 \.33 1 • 7 I.t-\' 
2.0 •. 99 1.4 ","3 2.6 2.3 

80 eo 105 ,~s 19 23 
3 . 4 3 
3.4 B.'t' 3. 7 3.~~ 3.3 ~.!:a-

1.8 \,85 1.8 I. '12- 1.1 t.-
----~- -- ------ .---~- -- -- -- --------

'Median is the val ue for which50% of observatiOns are above and 50% are below 
25.0. denotes the standard deviation. . . . 
3Age at first adjudication or conviction was def1ned,as the age at first adjudication or conviction 1f'~here wls ont 
.lse age It current lentenci . . " .. " 
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lIllHBER OF JUVENILE ADJUDI<!:ATIONS 
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mmBEB. ,OF ADULT CONVICTIONS 

o 11'\ ....... 
'" .!. .... 

o 11'\ 
N N 
I I 

o.Q ... 

- N 

73 11 4 4 2 

o 1 2 3 4+ 

81 10 5 2 0 
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21 18 9 1 3 
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___ fvariate associations b'e'tween dispositions and sel ected variab1 es for'PORi versus Dodge-
~ - , . Fil~more-Olmsted and Anoka Counties 

.VIi . arls0!l_._ 
-- - -

DFO 
gel n lnst., vs. .... d 

i1 
1ms 

lmore/~DFO Probe vs~ 
ted DFO PORT ,-

-, 
nFO 

2) lnst., vs 
PORT 

-. -.. »-
~t.. 

, 3) 'lFO P!:.o~. -. 
PORT 

---- .. 

Anoka 
.no ka: 1) lnst., vs 

Anoka Prob. vs 
. DFO PORT 

2) 
Anoka 
lnst. vs 

DFO PORT . . 
Anoka 

3) Probe vs 
·DFO PORT -

x2 
p 
df 

~ x 
p 
dr 

vsx2 
P 
dt 

x2 

~f 
x2 

~f 
i 
~( d· 

Age at 1 
S' t . en ence 

- -- ---

13.7 
.033 

6 

12.6 
.• 006 
3 

1.9 
NS 

3 

16.5 
.012 

6 

10.5 
.015 

3 

!i:9' 
N.S. 
3 , 

Selected Variables 

Age at 
first a~. 
or conY. 

19.2 
.001 

4 

5.4 
NS 
2 

3.9 
Nc,o 
, oJ ' 

2 
---

33.7 
'-. 001 
4 

5.4 
NS 

2 

;9.3 
.009 

. 4~ 

Number of 
j uven,i1 e 

d" j a 1.1. 

. 
24.4 
(.001 
6 

'6.2 
'NS 
3, 

17.4 
.• 001 
3 

49.4 
L...OOl 

6 

8.4 
.04 

3 

22.6 
< .001' 
3 

_{.egorica1 grouping of data used for the univariate analysis 

, 

. 

" 

Number 
of adult 

If cony . 

39.1 
{.00,1 
4 

. 

15.0 
.(.001 
·2 

4.0 
NS 

2 

47.3 
l..OOl 
4 

19.5 
~.001 
2 

6.4 
.04 

2 

Severity of 
current 5 
convlctlon 

33.3 
L....OO 1 
6 

6.8 
NS 

3 

17.3 
.001 

3 

16.5 
.• 01 

6 

7.9 
.048 

3 

I 2~3 
~S 
3 

1 •. Age at sentence categories used: less than or equal to 20 years, 21-25, 26-30, 31 
years or older. 

2.' Age at first adjudication or convictio'n categories used: less than or equal to 1S years, 
16-20, 21 years or older. . 

3. Number 'of 'j uveni 1 e adj udi cat ions: 0, '1, 2,· 3 or more 
••• Nunter of adul t convi cti ons: . 0, 1, 2 or more 

-5. Severity of current conviction: a or 1, 271 3,·-4: QP·higt)er .. 

MS· nori-s;.gnificant (P/'OS) 

• .. 
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, Append; x F . -
_antvari~te associations between dispositions and se1~cted variables for Bremer versus Ramsey 

and Anoka Counties 

Age at Number of Number Severity of 
Age at first adj •. juvenil e of adult current 

C'om.arison sentence 1 or conv. ad' • conv. conviction 
- -~-- --- --- ----- - - --- --- --

Ramsey: 1) lnst. vs x2 52.7 25.5 48.2 97.4 52.3 
Probe vs p ~.001 (.00l- 1....001.' I....O~ l 1....001 
Bremer df 6 4 6 4 6 

2) Inst. vs x2 51.9 5.7 7.1 36.0 21.6 
Bremer p (.001 NS NS_-.. ~ ( .001 <. .001 

df 3 2 '3 2 .3 

3) Brener vs x2 
. 

23.3 19.2 27.2 '13.7 4.0 
Probe p (..001 <.001· 4..001 ( .001 NS 

df 3 2 3 2 3 
--- - -- -- ---

Anoka: 1) lnst. vs x2 44.0 21.9 61.4 62.4 18.8 
Bremer vs p ~ .001. { .001 (.:-.OOt1, (.001 .004 
Probe df 6 .. 4 6 4 6 

2) lnst. vs ; '41.6 1.1 7.3 35.0 Ht.O.: 
Bremer p t... .001. NS NS' f.... .OOJ .. 019 

df 3 2 .3 2 3 

. 3) Probe vs x2 32.7 43.1 46.6 11.2 3.11 
~remer p <. .001 L. .001 !.... .001 .004 NS 

df 3 2 3 2 3 
~-- ----~~ ----_ ... 

.... '<t:l.~ 

. 
categorical' groupings of data used for the univariate ~nalysis 

1. Age at sentence categories used: less than or equal to 20 years, 21-25, 26-30, 31 
years or older. 

2. Age at first adjudication or conviction categories used: less tban or equal to 15 jears, 
16-20, 21 years' or older: . ' 

3. Number of juvenile adjudications: 0, 1, 2, 3 or more 
4. Number of adult convictions: 0,1,2 or more 
5. Severity of current conv; ction: 0 or 1, 2, 3, 4 or hi ghet .. 

NS 8 non-significant (P').OS) 

• 
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APPENDIX G 

listing of Data Used in the Reanalysis 
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October 30, 1978 

Mr. Gerald Strathman 

C!ounty of Olmsted 
COURTHOUSE 

Rochester. Minnesota 55901 

507/285-8115 

Director of Research and Information Systems 
Department of Corrections 
Suite 430 Metro Square Building 
7th and Robert Streets 
St. -Paul, MN 55101 

Dear Jerry: 

_ Officeof 
Co~ty Administrator 

\ 
i-v 

Attached is a copy of a draft of our reanalysis of the Social Control Study data. 
As you are probably aware, the Evaluation Committee of the Advisory Board has 
taken tha social control issue seriously and has systematically conducted ~hat I 
feel is a very competent reanalysis and reassessment. The results are interesting 
in two respects. First they squarely contradict the findings of the Soci'aJ 
Control study and secondly they redirect attention regarding social control to 
the jails where apparently it appropriately belongs. 

I would like to emphasize that you are being sent a "draft" and it is our hope 
that after you hav.e technically reviewed our work, that we can meet to resolve 
any-remaining concerns. We would then like to determine with you the best means 
to publicize these findings to better clarify the original study. 

a . ooney 
Community Corrections Administrator 

DAR:t1e 
cc: ~~luation Subcommittee 
~11 Swanstrom 

. 
An Equal C!Pportunity 1 Affirmative Action Employer 

Jlnc Distria 

RDRmary Ahmann 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

Sccocd Distria 
Carol J. Kamper 

Third Di.ria 
Oouglas A. Krueger 

Fowth District 
Richard- F _ Chase 

Fi&hOi.ria 

Gerald Tied'.:man 






